Case study

Amazon WorkSpaces Simple, Secure and
Cost Effective

eLaw rolls out Remote Working without

any major investment
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THE CHALLENGE
For eLaw, remote working and BYOD raised many security risks: unprotected devices, inadvertent data leaks, insecure applications &
loss of managerial control. Plus, with more calls & support requests from remote workers, the costs of technical support were on the
rise, To address security issues, improve their BYOD control & reduce their support costs, eLaw needed to implement ‘uniform’ device
deployment – remotely, quickly & cheaply.

The solution
Amazon WorkSpaces provided an affordable, managed solution that enabled eLaw to uniformly provision all their BYOD systems. It also
helped them set up an agile, remote technical support team to quickly resolve issues for their remote/BYOD workers. The solution
included Amazon FSx for Windows File Server for fully managed, highly reliable file storage. It also integrated with AWS Managed
Microsoft AD for easy access to AWS applications and services, as well as easier user/group management.

The benefits

Always up-to-date

Easy collaboration with FSx

Highly Secure

With automatic updates, it
protects from technology
obsolescence.

With Amazon FSx shared folder,
teams can collaborate easily & more
effectively on their Workspaces.

Workspaces are in isolated VPC and
work seamlessly with your Enterprise
AD and MFA.
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